DI Case Study

Tracing Organizational Online Criminal
Groups in E-commerce Industry
Implementing DI solution for an e-commerce platform to detect and manage
organizational digital fraud group

Increased damage caused by
organizaed fraud groups
exploiting the platform.

Challenge

Implemented fraud detection
system with unique identity
inference mapping technology

Client became able to manage
fraud groups and secured the
brand reputation as the Safest
platform.

As the number of e-commerce users increased, crimes that abused the characteristics of online
trading platforms also increased. The client, an online direct trading platform, was also suffering from
abnormal transactions and increased number of fraud victims due to organizational malicious user
groups.
The client noticed that the number of victimized platform users increased due to the continuous
activity of malicious users, and the reliability of the platform was also damaged. The client wanted to
introduce a solution that could monitor and systematically manage these collective malicious users
and activities.

Action

S2W has implemented Truz, a customized solution that manages digital abusing through online
transaction behavior analysis, on the client platform. Truz is a digital intelligence solution that includes
functions to detect, prevent, and immediately block transaction fraud occurring on digital platforms.
With Truz, the client armed with the ability to track and detect fraudulent activities on the platform with
its unique identity inference mapping technology. With this technology, the client became able to
analyze relationship among all users on the platform to operate the risk scoring model among users.
Through the risk scoring, it diagnoses the degree of risk of trading with malicious users and assigns a
risk score. The given risk score helps to take an appropriate response according to the degree of risk
when an abusive behavior attempt is detected. Through this, the client can keep an eye on users
belonging to the potential risk group and manage abnormal trading behavior.
S2W also helped the client to improve cybersecurity by providing dictionaries containing various
threat information and information such as IP addresses and bank accounts.

Key Benefit

With Truz, our clients have been able to effectively reduce the number and amount of fraudulent
damage on their platform. With a high accuracy detection rate, it was possible to quickly respond to
abnormal transactions and users, and customer complaints due to detection errors were also
reduced.
In addition, the reduced size and activity of organized fraud groups has improved the brand's image as
a secure online trading platform.

DI Case Study

Detecting Malicious Users Exploiting
The Platform For Cross Trading
Protecting client platform from users who abusing the platform

Increasing number of users
benefiting from cross trading

Challenge

Implemented customized user
behavior monitoring system with
S2W unique behavior analysis
technology

Protect client platform from
malicious users from platform
abusing

As the culture of trading and pre-owned item is becoming more common, crimes that take advantage
of the weak points of the platforms where high-priced products are traded for financial gain are
increasing.
The client, limited edition goods resell platform, was suffering from malicious users who manipulate the
market price and take financial gains through abnormal transactions. Abuse of the platform, such as
cross trading and price manipulation, led to an increase in victimized customers and a decrease in
platform credibility. The client wanted a solution that could effectively manage abnormal transactions
related to malicious users who take financial gains through abnormal behaviors on the platform.

Action

S2W implemented Truz, a customized digital intelligence solution with anomaly detection function, to
the client. With Truz, the client can monitor abnormal transactions and detect malicious users on the
platform.
Also, S2W implemented risk scoring system based on malicious users, who use platform for financial
benefit through cross trading, promotion chisel etc., behavior and transaction pattern analysis. Through
risk scoring model, the client can pre detect the abnormal transactions and block them before
victimize regular platform users.
In addition, the monitoring system to detect counterfeit products on the platform were implemented to
protect the platform and its regular users. This feature helped to keep monitor and respond to
anomalous and fraudulent users that can be ostensibly overlooked.

Key Benefit

Through Truz, the client can minimize digital fraud damage by immediate detection and automated
blocking of abnormal transactions, such as cross trading and price manipulation, on the platform. This
led to a synergistic effect on the brand image of a safe platform for customers.
The client could identify the size of organizational fraud groups and the amount of financial damage
occurred from them, which were not identifiable before. With this intelligence, the client could manage
the damage and come up with countermeasures.

